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MOTHER INDIA MOVIE (1957): A REVIEW

Dr. Rajendra Shendage
Principal A. R. Burla Mahila Varishta Mahavidyalaya, Solapur.

ABSTRACT  

KEYWORDS :

INTRODUCTION :

other India sits comfortable best and 
offers the seat with only a modest bunch Mof  d i f ferent  mot ion p ictures  as  

outstanding amongst other movies made in Indian 
Film History. Deservedly, it likewise gathered an Oscar 
Nomination for Best Foreign Film - a first for 
Bollywood. That's all there is to it? Give me a chance to 
attempt... 

Mother India , Indian Film History , film 
industry .

Five years after her wedding, Radha, a standard town young lady discovers she has been 
relinquished by her better half (who abandons her in depression) and left to adapt to his endless 
obligation to ShukiLal, the town "Munshi". To encourage her kids, Radha works like a ranch creature 
and can spare simply enough nourishment to in the end raise her kids. The foul play to and torment of 
their mom is translated in inverse courses by her kids: while the senior Ramu is unassuming and 
simply, the more youthful Birju who fumes with contempt for SukhiLal turns prohibit. While Radha 
tries to carry back Birju with adoration, Birju wants to complete SukhiLal's obligation for the last time. 

Mehboob Khan had made some great films in his vocation, including a point of reference first 
all-shading (technicolor) Bollywood highlight. Be that as it may, nothing could have implied at the 
splendor to come in his winding down years. Opposing an a lot of generalizations, his was the main 
real Hindi film with a female hero, a fainthearted relinquishing spouse (how RajKumar, men of men, 
concurred for that part is another story), no complete legend courageous woman sets, and so on. He 
recounts the 172-minute story in streak back as a memory of an old Radha initiating water system 
trenches in her town. Taking his main champion through bliss, devastation, impulse and renunciation, 
he changed film industry sweetheart Nargis into an on-screen character absolutely a legend. We see 
her go from a honest lady of the hour to an anguished mother to a respected "Mother" of the town. 

Nargis herself is most associated with this vocation characterizing and picture breaking 
depiction (not long after which she wedded Sunil Dutt, who depicted her astringent child Birju. Sunil 
Dutt was an extremely under-evaluated on-screen character, for the straightforward reason that all 
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MOTHER INDIA MOVIE (1975): A REVIEW

his extraordinary exhibitions were never title characters, and were over-shadowed by more acclaimed 
co-performing artists. His Birju is played with such authenticity and conviction that even today 
numerous entertainers copying Sunil Dutt are really emulating Birju. 

The executive's generation group works past their period and work style to make the look of the 
general population and place after some time. From starvation to surge for the setting, youth to 
seniority for Radha and from splendid to filthy earthen to blurred hues, the group wins finish 
association of the gathering of people by filling our visual and sound sense with authenticity only 
alongside reality. The executive spent a greater amount of his restricted spending plan on these angles, 
and thus needed to yield on the hardware he could use to catch the sights and sounds that were being 
understood: the motion picture was made on 35mm and mono-sound. 

Shockingly, something I have noted as not being said anyplace in writing associated with this 
motion picture is the manner by which without clearly being in this way, Mehboob made the most 
energetic of Indian motion pictures. The main give-away is in his decision of title Mother India. 
Portraying his homeland as a stifled and surrendered lady, and her youngsters as peace-adoring 
Gandhi-Ramu or defiant Bose-Birju, Mehboob layers his motion picture with such savage energy, it is 
unimaginable not to be overpowered by it. 

A lady conveying a furrow on her shoulder, her face winding in misery – this is the main look of 
Mother India's notice. This troubled lady is Nargis, assuming the part of a provincial Indian young lady 
named Radha. The story is about Radha and her family's battle to bring home the bacon amid days of 
miserable destitution and their affliction because of Sukhilala, a shrewdness moneylender. With a 
fascinating peak, the film compensates for its absence of a cheerful completion. The group of onlookers 
is then ready to comprehend the criticalness of the film's title and how a lady, with emphatically held 
esteems and convictions, gives up her own bliss for equity. 

Inconceivable exhibitions by all on-screen characters are the thing that makes this film worth 
viewing. Nargis' delightful depiction of Radha takes the show, took after nearly by Sunil Dutt's execution 
as the naughty Birju. Every last character in the motion picture has been given amazing authenticity. 
One can really feel the feelings of the characters – strife, happiness, tumult, exhilaration and a plenty of 
different articulations, showed in a way that connect with the crowd, messages passed on 
unpretentiously through minor motions. 

Mother India isn't only a film, it is considerably more. It delivers various social issues that worry 
the nation even today, for example, neediness, usury, and lack of education. The film additionally gives 
out intriguing messagesdiligent work can outperform any difficulty; putting equity and truth over 
oneself. The sweet-sounding tunes by Naushad add a rural touch to the film, which was shot in precisely 
chose towns of Gujarat, Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh. Mehboob Khan has made an astonishing 
showing with regards to as an executive of a motion picture so rich in detail and substance. Through 
Mother India, one gets a look at the nation's agrarian populace. Albeit, more than 50 years have passed 
by since the film was made, some of its perspectives can even now be seen in the lives of the nation 
society. Watch out for stunning conveyances by all performers!
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